
Data Driven Refinement of  Active ShapeModel SearchT.F.Cootes and C.J.TaylorDepartment of Medical Biophysics, University of ManchesterManchester M13 9PTbim,ctaylor@sv1.smb.man.ac.ukAbstractActive Shape Models (ASMs) provide an efficient means of locating ob�jects in images.  By statistically modelling the shape variations in a class ofobjects they can rapidly and robustly fit to new examples.  However, if anASM does not represent all the shape variation exhibited by the object,the model may not be able to locate new examples accurately.  This paperdescribes two complementary approaches to allowing additional freedomto the points which compromise the model, enabling them to fit to theimage data more accurately.  We present results for synthetic and realimages and discuss how the methods can be used in an interactive ‘boot�strap’ training scheme where problems with over-constrained models areparticularly important.ÁÂÄÀÅÃÇÉÊËÅÈÇÀActive Shape Models (ASMs) [1,2] provide a useful means for locating objects inimages.  An ASM relies on having statistical models of the expected shape andgreyÁlevel appearance of the object of interest, generated from training images.  Itrepresents an object as a set of model points, typically located on the object bound�aries, each with an associated greyÁlevel model of the surrounding region.To search for an object using an Active Shape Model an initial estimate of the sol�ution is iteratively refined.  At each step the greyÁlevel models associated with eachpoint are run along normals through current positions, and the best match found.The model parameters are then updated to move the model points toward thesesuggested positions.  Because the model points can not move independently, onlyin ways determined by the shape model, they do not necessarily end up exactly atthe point which best fit the greyÁlevel model.  This constraint is important duringthe search, where it helps gives rapid and robust convergence, but sometimes leadsto unsatisfactory results.  There are two reasons for the model points not fitting thedata exactly when the search has converged correctly.  One is that the shape modeldoes not contain enough variability to express the full range of deformations thetarget can exhibit  (Figure 1).  This is commonly the case when a model has beenbuilt from a small number of training examples.  Secondly errors can be caused bynoise and clutter which give false responses from the greyÁlevel models, distractingthe shape model from the correct solution (Figure 2).  The latter example shows
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that simply moving to the best candidate point is unlikely to work except in noiseand clutter free images.Model PointBest Found PointFigure 1 : Because the shape model doesnot include a ‘bending’ mode of vari�ation, a leastÁsquares compromise posi�tion is found.
Model PointBest Found PointFigure 2 : A strong noise edge can attractone point, leading to a compromise sol�ution for all the points.Other Found Points

A multiÁresolution search technique [2] can reduce the effects of spurious featureresponses (by gradually reducing the length of the search profile) but does not helpwith an overconstrained shape model.In this paper we describe two complementary methods which allow the modelpoints freedom to move away from their current model constraints to fit the imagedata more accurately.  One is to artificially add extra variation to the model in a waywhich encourages smooth deformations away from the original model.  The secondis to allow the model points to move directly to the set of candidate positions whichis most consistent with the current shape model.  We determine this set by a depth-first tree search of all the possible sets.  This combinatorial approach is necessaryto overcome problems with false responses from the feature detectors.Problems of inaccuracy are particularly prominent when we are labelling images totrain a model.  To mark points manually is time consuming and tedious.  An appeal�ing approach is ‘bootstrap’ the model, using a model trained on the first fewexample images to help locate the points in the subsequent images.  However,though this can speed up the annotation considerably, it still requires a great dealof user interaction to adjust points which are not fitted well (which in the earlystages of training can be almost all of them).  A more data driven approach to adjust�ing the points to better fit the images could help the user considerably and signifi�cantly reduce the time required to mark up a training set.2 Related WorkLocating rigid objects by finding plausible sets of features has been explored bymany authors, including Grimson [3], who gives a comprehensive literature survey.Locating approximate positions for flexible objects by finding sets of distinctive fea�tures is discussed by Cootes and Taylor [4].  Feature detectors are run over thewhole image and shape models are used to find plausible combinations of featuresto initialise Active Shape Models.  The current work uses a similar methodology,



but concentrates on locating model points accurately, given an initial approximationobtained by ASM search.Isard and Blake [5] overcome the problem of clutter in a tracking problem by track�ing a set of possible solutions, each of which is tested against the image and assigneda probability depending on the quality of fit.  At each iteration of a tracking algo�rithm a new set of solutions is generated by sampling from the old set and deformingeach sample by perturbing a random amount drawn from a known distribution.  Thisfavours solutions with good image evidence and biases against those which have justlatched on to some clutter.  The approach appears to give good robust approximatesolutions, but since it simply detects the nearest edges may not be appropriate forinterpreting static images where accuracy is important.Cootes and Taylor [7] addressed the problem of adding extra variation in the formof the modes of vibration of a finite element model based on the training shapes.The approach we take here is simpler and allows a more intuitive choice of theamount of extra variation to allow.One approach to refining the fit of a boundary model to image data is to use an Ac�tive Contour (or ‘snake’) [8].  However, snakes impose arbitrary constraints onboundary smoothness (so may still be prone to clutter biasing their position) anddo not easily allow general shape constraints to be imposed.  The behaviour of Ac�tive Shape Models is similar to that of snakes, but allows explicit constraints basedon statistical shape models to be applied.3 Statistical Shape ModelsGiven a training set of shapes, each represented by n labelled points, we can findthe mean configuration (shape) and the way the points tend to vary from the mean[1].  The approach is to align each example set into a common reference frame,represent the points as a vector of ordinates in this frame and apply a principle com�ponent analysis (PCA) to the data.  By using a subset of the eigenvectors of the cova�riance matrix we obtain a shape model x,x = x + Pb + r (1)where Â Á ÂÄÀÅ ÃÇÃÇÃÇÃÅ ÄÉÅ ÊÀÅ ÃÇÃÇÃÇÃÅ ÊÉËÈ , P is a 2n x t matrix of eigenvectors of the covariancematrix, S, of a training set, and r is a set of residuals whose variances, ÍÎ , are deter�mined by cross-validation.  b is a vector of t shape parameters, where t is chosenso that the model can approximate the original training set to a desired level of accu�racy.  Each shape parameter ÏÌ  has a variance (about zero) of ÑÌ , the ith eigenvalueof the covariance matrix.The quality of fit of a new shape, x, to the model is given byfÓÔÖÒÕ = ŠÚÌÛÀ bÌÜÙÌ + ŠÎÛÜÉÎÛÀ rÜÎvÎ b = PÈ(x - x) r = x - (x + Pb) (2)In the case of missing points, we can reformulate this test using weights (1.0 forpoint present, 0.0 for point missing);



fshape =Áti=Ä biÀÁi +Áj=Ànj=Ä wi rÀjvj (3)where in this case Â is obtained as the solution to the linear equation(ÄTÀ)(Å - Å)Â =Â (ÄTÀÄ)Â (4)(À is a diagonal weight matrix).ÃÇÉÊËÈÍÎÏÌÑÊÓÇÔÖËÈÒÇÕÒÈÑÒŠÑÚÑËÛÇÑÊËÍÇÒÇÜÙÒŸŽÇ�ÍÎŽÚThe points, Å, of an Active Shape Model are controlled by the shape parameters,Â, using Å = Å + ÄÂ (5)This allows only patterns of variation seen in the training set.  If the training setis not representative of the variation exhibited by the class of objects, or if the trun�cation of the number of modes used (t) is too severe, the model will not necessarilyfit exactly to a new example.The columns of the matrix Ä, which represent the modes of variation in the shapemodel, are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix � of the (aligned) trainingexamples.  Cootes and Taylor [7] suggest adding extra variation by adding to � ma�trices, � , determined from the modes of vibration of finite element models basedon the training examples.  New modes are then generated as the eigenvectors ofthis augmented covariance matrix.  The calculation of the �  matrices is relativelycomplex and the proportion that should be added to � is not well defined.  A simplerapproach, which achieves the same aim of allowing smooth deformations, is to in�troduce additional variance and covariance directly to �.  If points i and j are neigh�bours along a boundary, we expect them to be coupled and thus their ordinates tohave a positive covariance.  By adding some value c to the appropriate elements of�  we can allow the points more freedom to vary, but ensure that neighbouringpoints tend to vary together.  The magnitude of c is the additional variation we wishto allow each point.For example, consider a shape model trained on the three 40 point rectangles shownin Figure 3.  These have unit height and varying widths.  The model would have asingle mode which varied the aspect ratio of the shapes.  If we add 0.1 to the diagonal(variance) and off diagonal (covariance) elements representing neighbouring pointsin the covariance matrix, the modes of variation of the model allow a wider rangeof shape deformations, favouring smooth deformations (Figure 4).If we performed ASM search with such an augmented model, we would expect toget a better fit to the data.  However, the less constrained model would be less likelyto converge to the correct solution from a poor starting position, since it would bemore likely to latch on to the wrong structures in the image.  In practice, the originalmodel should be used to obtain an initial estimate, then the augmented model runfrom this position to refine the fit.  The number of modes used by the augmentedmodel should be at least t (the original number of modes) but not so many as to allow



Figure 3 : Training set of rectangles
Figure 4 : Some modes of shape variation of rectanglemodel with augmented covariance matrixMode 1Mode 4 Mode 5Mode 7very distorted shapes.  The best choice for this number is currently the subject ofinvestigation.5 Dealing With ClutterWhen we truncate the shape model it will still not fit exactly to all examples we en�counter.  Also it will still be prone to noise and clutter pulling it away from the opti�mal point positions (Figure 2).  If we assumed that the grey-level models were ableto locate the best point positions along the normals we could simply move eachmodel point to the best matching position.  This would tend to give a satisfactorysolution given a good enough initial match,  except in regions of high boundary cur�vature, where the true image points might not lie along the normals.  However, inpractice there are often spurious responses from the greyÁlevel models (eg causedby strong nearby edges) which would cause such a naive scheme to fail (Figure 2).If we assume that the true position for each model point is one of the points alongthe normal, but may not be the one with the best response to the grey-level model,we need an alternative way of picking it out.  Rather than treat each point individ�ually, we will consider them as a set, and pick out the candidate for each model pointwhich belongs to the set of points which is most plausible given the current shapemodel.6 Testing Sets of PointsWe wish to test plausibility of a set of image points which form a shape, X, as anexample of shape model.  To do this we calculate the shape parameters b and thepose Q (mapping from model frame to image) which minimise the distance of thetransformed model points, X’, to the target pointsX Á XÂ = Q(x + Pb)( Q is a 2D Euclidean transformation with four parameters, ÅÄÃÇÅÀÇÃÇÉ and ÅÃÇ(6)



This is a straightforward minimisation problem [1].  Having solved for Q and b wecan project the points into the model frame using QÊË and calculate the residualterms and hence the quality of fit, fÁÂÄÀÅ , using Eq. 3.There are several tests we could apply to determine if the points X were an accept�able combination.1. We could impose a hard limit on fÁÂÄÀÅ  (which could be estimated from its prob�ability distribution)2. We could impose limits on the allowable pose parameters in Q.3. We could impose limits on the shape parameters, b (for instance Ã Ç ÉÊË ).4. We could impose limits on the residuals either in the image frame or in themodel frame.In the last case we may wish to limit solutions to those whose points vary by no morethan a given number pixels from the best fit with the current model (to restrict theextra variation allowed).  The residual error is given by R = X - XÈ = X - Q(x + Pb) (7)We can then test the residual error on each point.In practise we have found constraints 3 and 4 (limits on shape parameters and resid�uals) to be the most useful.  To compare sets of points, apply these tests; of thosesets which pass we choose that with the lowest fÁÂÄÀÅ .ÍÎÏÌÑÌÓÔÖÒÕÎÔŠÌÎÚÌÛÔÎÏÌÔÎÜÙÎŸŽÒ�Ö�ŽÔÌÎ�ÜÖÒÔÛSuppose we have run an ASM to convergence on an image, then used the grey-levelmodel for each model point to locate a number of new candidate positions alongprofiles normal to the boundary through the points (Figure 5).  These candidatesare generated by finding peaks in responses of the grey�level models when movedalong the normals.  In the simplest case they give the positions of nearby edges.Model PointsCandidate PointsFigure 5 : Having run an ASM to convergence we locate candidates for each modelpoint along their normals.  Clutter and noise cause spurious responses.True TargetWe wish to find the combination of candidate points which gives the best match tothe shape model.  For anything more than a very small number of points and candi�dates, exhaustive search is prohibitive, requiring !"Ê  tests (if the ith of the npoints has mÊ  candidates, or more if we consider the case where some true positionsare missing.  However, the optimum solution can be reached using a pruneddepth�first tree search.  In advance we build statistical shape models for sub�setsof the first 2,3,..n points.  The candidates for each are sorted by quality of fit and,



if missing features are to be allowed, a wildcard is added.  We then recursively con�struct sets, starting with a candidate for the first point and adding each candidatefor the second in turn.  The quality of fit of the pair to the model is tested as de�scribed above, and if a pair passes the tests, each candidate for the third point isadded and the three points tested.  Those sets which pass are extended with candi�dates for the fourth and so on.  In this manner all possible plausible sets can be gen�erated efficiently.  (This approach has the advantage that it can be implementedin a recursive algorithm in a small number of lines of code).  We record all the com�plete sets which have at least three valid points and pass the shape tests.  Of thesewe choose the one with the best quality of fit (ie the smallest fshape ).8 Example Using Synthetic DataWe have tested the approach using synthetic data.  Figure 6 shows the set of points,one chosen from each vertical profile, which best match a straight line model in thepresence of many noise responses. This works well, even though the points on thetrue line are corrupted by significant noise.  Figure 7 shows the results of a similarexperiment showing a straight line model fitting to curved data (simulating an un�dertrained model).  In this case the model picks out a number of spurious responses,as they give a more convincing straight line.  If we augment the model with extracovariance, allowing it to deform smoothly, we achieve better results (Figure 8).
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Best model fit to pointsBest set of pointsmatching shape model
Although this synthetic problem could probably be tackled effectively with dynamicprogramming, such an approach only takes into account local information, and cannot find the set which optimises a global shape-based measure.9 Examples on Real ImagesÁÂÄÀÅÃÇÉÊÅËÈÊÁÃÍÎÊÂÇÊÀÊÏÀÄÈÊÌÑÀÉÈGiven a shape model of a face, we can use it to locate the facial features in a newimage.  However, until the shape model is fully trained it will not be able to fit accu�rately to new image data.  Figure 9 shows the model points representing the lips,after fitting the full face model to an image.  The points are approximately correct,



but in some cases are about 5 pixels from the optimal solution.  Figure 10 showsprofiles constructed through the points on the lower edge of the bottom lip, andindicates the candidate positions for the points.  These consist of all peaks in re�sponse of the greyÁlevel model at each model point (no threshold is applied).  Themodel points have been moved to the best response in each case.  At two of thepoints this has lead to a poor solution, where the true position has not given thebest response.  Figure 11 shows the set of points which best match a slightly relaxedversion of the shape model for the bottom lip (about 0.1 pixel additional variancehas been added).  Results for the other lip boundaries could be improved in thesame way.
Figure 9 : Initial model points for lips after fitting full model to whole face.  Noiseand constraints of model prevent points moving to optimal positions 

Figure 10 : Candidates for each model point found by searching along normals.The points are moved to the best response, which is not always the desired position.
Figure 11 : Selecting the set of points which are most consistent withthe shape model gives a more satisfactory result.



Locating The Thumb in a Hand ImageWe applied a similar technique to refining the position of the thumb part of a handmodel when fit to a hand image (Figures 12-14). The model points for the fingerscan be refined in the same way.
Figure 12 : Results of running ASM Figure 13 : Candidates for each modelpoint found by searching along normals.The points are moved to the best response.

Figure 14 : Selecting the set of points which are most con�sistent with the shape model gives a more satisfactory result.10 Practical ConsiderationsWe are concentrating on developing a semiÁautomatic system for helping the usermark points on a training set.  To be useful the methods must achieve their resultsat least as fast as the user could by manual editing.  Calculating the relaxed modelrequires computing the eigenvectors of the full covariance matrix, which is an%Á&ÂÄ  problem and becomes prohibitive for large numbers of points.  Calculatingthe optimal set of points is a combinatorial problem of exponential complexity.However, in practice the user will concentrate on refining one sub-part of themodel at a time.  We can build models of small sets of points and test combinationsof candidate features for these sets sufficiently rapidly to be useful.The current methods do not always produce a satisfactory result and are certainlynot robust enough for a fully automatic system.  However the results are goodenough for an interactive system in which the user can correct poor answers.  Inpractice moving the model points to the best fit along a profile often gives the de�sired solution.  When it does not the user can invoke to combinatorial search, which



produces a ranked set of possible solutions.  The user can rapidly look at each tochoose the most suitable, or can edit the points by hand if that is easier.The key parameters of the methods, how much additional variance to add and theacceptable deviation of found points from the best model fit can both be expressedsimply in terms of units of distance in the image.  This allows the user to make aneducated guess at suitable values for a particular problem.11 Discussion and ConclusionsThe combinatorial method relies on the true point position lying along the profileand being successfully located by the grey-level model for that point.  Where thereis significant noise this may not be the case.  To get the best positions we should relyon the averaging effects of the original shape model applied to whole sets of points,and not attempt to adjust the points further.  In an interactive system the user canusually decide whether the data is good enough to attempt to improve the modelfit.  It is not clear whether it will be possible to determine this automatically.Adding extra covariance to to ‘relax’ the shape model and choosing sets of candidatepoint positions which best match the model are useful techniques for helping a userfit a shape model accurately to an image.  This can speed up the generation of train�ing sets for more comprehensive statistical models which should be able to fit tothe data well with no user interaction.  We are investigating ways of achieving robustresults when the errors at the convergence of the ASM are small, with a view toproducing a fully automated system.References[1] T.F.Cootes, C.J.Taylor, D.H.Cooper and J.Graham, Active Shape Models -Their Training and Application.Computer Vision and Image Understanding Vol.61, No. 1, 1995. pp.38-59.[2] T.F.Cootes , C.J.Taylor, A.Lanitis,  Active Shape Models : Evaluation of aMulti-Resolution Method for Improving Image Search, in Proc. British MachineVision Conference, (Ed. E.Hancock) BMVA Press 1994, pp.327-338.[3] W.E.L. Grimson. Object Recognition By Computer : The Role of GeometricConstraints.  Pub. MIT Press, Cambridge MA, 1990.[4] T.F.Cootes, C.J.Taylor.  Locating Objects of Varying Shape Using StatisticalFeature Detectors. Lecture Notes in Computer Science: 1065. Computer Vision -ECCV’96, (Eds. B.Buxton, R.Cipolla) Springer-Verlag  1996, pp.465-474.[5] M.Isard and A.Blake. Contour Tracking by Stochastic Propagation of Condi�tional Density.  Lecture Notes in Computer Science: 1065. Computer Vision -ECCV’96, (Eds. B.Buxton, R.Cipolla) Springer-Verlag  1996, pp. 343-356.[6] A.Hill, T.F.Cootes, C.J.Taylor.  Active Shape Models and the Shape Approxi�mation Problem.  in Proc. British Machine Vision Conference 1995. Vol.1. (Ed.D.Pycock) BMVA Press. pp. 157-166.[7] T.F.Cootes, C.J.Taylor,  Combining point distribution models with shape mo�dels based on finite element analysis. Image and Vision Computing Vol. 13, No. 5June 1995. pp.403-409.[8] M. Kass, A. Witkin and D. Terzopoulos , Snakes: Active Contour Models, inProc. First International Conference on Computer Vision, pp 259-268 IEEE Comp.Society Press, 1987.


